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Three-dimensional Natural Video System based on Layered
Representation of Depth Maps
Sung-Yeol Kim, Sang-Beom Lee and Yo-Sung Ho, Member, IEEE
Abstract — In this paper, we propose a new threedimensional (3-D) video system using a depth image-based
representation (DIBR). In order to represent 3-D natural
videos, we exploit texture images and synchronized depth
maps, which are decomposed into four layers; number of layer
(NOL), grid, boundary and feature point layers. With NOL,
grid, and boundary layers, we define minimum required
consecutive surfaces for 3-D natural videos. Then, we enhance
their visual qualities by adding feature point layers. We
regard NOL, grid and boundary layers as a base layer and
feature point layers as enhancement layers to construct multilayer representation of 3-D natural videos. With our proposed
system, we cannot only represent depth maps efficiently, but
also render 3-D natural videos in real time within reliable
visual qualities. In addition, 3-D natural videos can be
reconstructed adaptively according to consumers’ capabilities
and target applications within the framework of multi-layer
representation. Experimental results have demonstrated that
our proposed system can render and compress 3-D natural
videos efficiently, as well as supporting the functionality of
multi-view image generation.1
Index Terms — 3-D natural video system, depth image-based
representation, layered representation of depth maps

I. INTRODUCTION
As rapid developments in the field of digital communications,
computer powers, and high-speed networks, it is not too much
to say that we are living in an age of the information revolution
and the digital epoch. We are able to enjoy high quality audiovisual media with three-dimensional (3-D) displays and multichannel speakers. Moreover, we can touch and manipulate
provided contents directly with haptic devices [1]. In this wise,
we are endeavoring to create reproductions, which are imitated
with the real world, so as to feel the impression of ‘being
there’, or presence, from them as much as possible [2].
Recently, high-definition (HD) videos have offered a wide
field of view [3] and a 3-D TV has supported a natural viewing
experience in true dimensions [4], [5]. Especially, 3-D natural
videos play an important role to increase the feeling of
presence as contents of 3-D TV. Basically, 3-D natural videos
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update 3-D surfaces constantly using texture images and
their depth maps. One of main functionalities of 3-D natural
videos is to generate multi-view images, which enable
consumers to experience more realistic visual scenes [6].
In general, multi-view image generation can be
accomplished by two kinds of systems; multi-view camera
systems [7] and depth image-based rendering (DIBR) [8], [9]
systems. Multi-view camera systems employ a number of
cameras to obtain wide-viewing angle images. As displaying
captured multi-view images according to consumers’
viewpoints, we can be immersed in the content naturally.
However, a multi-view camera system requires complicated
coding and transmission techniques in proportion to the
number of cameras so as to deal with their data within a
limited bandwidth channel.
On the other hand, DIBR systems make use of two kinds
of images; texture images and synchronized depth maps.
With DIBR techniques, we are able to render arbitrary views
from 3-D scenes reconstructed by two input sources.
Although DIBR systems can support narrow-viewing angle
images, they are considered as a suitable main theme for 3-D
natural video system, since we only need to process two
streams to support the functionality of multi-view image
generation.
Basically, depth maps include depth values of 256 levels
and are provided as gray-level images. Depth values in a
depth map indicate the depth information of pixel positions
in the corresponding texture image. Depth data can be
acquired by a depth camera directly [10], or extracted by a
stereo matching algorithm [11], [12]. In a depth map, we can
regard pixel positions and depth values as geometry
information in the 3-D domain. Moreover, we can think of a
texture image as texture data, which cover a geometric
surface generated by geometry information extracted from its
depth map.
There are two approaches in 3-D natural video systems
using DIBR techniques; mesh-based depth representation
[13], [14] and image-based reconstruction [15]. In the meshbased depth representation, we extract feature points in a
depth map and generate a 3-D surface using a mesh
triangulation technique [16], [17] as shown in Fig. 1. The
main advantage of mesh-based depth representation is a high
rendering speed, since we usually exploit a graphic
accelerator to render 3-D consecutive scenes. However, we
suffer from dealing with its data due to its irregularities.
In the image-based reconstruction, we regard depth maps
as 2-D images. Therefore, we use all pixel data in a depth
map to display 3-D surfaces. However, although the data of
an image-based reconstruction are easy to deal with, we need
more rendering time and reasonable hole-filling techniques.
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Fig. 1. Mesh-based depth representation of DIBR for a 3-D video system

,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH IRFXV RQ WKH PHVKEDVHG GHSWK
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI ',%5 IRU D ' QDWXUDO YLGHR V\VWHP ZLWK
SUHVHUYDWLRQRIUHJXODULWLHVOLNHDQLPDJHEDVHGUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
:H LQWURGXFH D OD\HUHG UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI GHSWK PDSV DQG
UHQGHU ' FRQVHFXWLYH VFHQHV SURJUHVVLYHO\ ZLWKLQ WKH
IUDPHZRUNRIPXOWLOD\HUUHSUHVHQWDWLRQ
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
the architecture of a new 3-D natural video system briefly.
Then, Section III explains a layered representation of depth
maps and Section IV describes the functionality of multi-layer
representation of the proposed system. After providing
experimental results in Section V, we conclude in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this paper, we propose a new 3-D natural video system
using a layered representation of depth maps. While current
video systems deal with 2-D audio-visual media and only
support simple interactions, the proposed system provides a
hierarchical structure to express 3-D natural videos and
supports user-friendly functionalities. Figure 2 shows the
overall system architecture of the proposed video system.
The proposed system can be divided into two parts; a sender
and a receiver. First, texture images and their depth maps are
obtained from one of two systems at a sender side, either a
depth camera system or a multi-view camera system. When we
D ep th M ap an d T extu re G en eration

use a multi-view camera system, we obtain depth data using a
stereo matching technique. Next, depth maps are smoothed to
generate multi-view images without geometric distortions.
After decomposing depth maps into four layers; number of
layer (NOL), grid, object boundary, and feature point layers,
we compress them by a video codec, H.264/AVC coder [18],
with texture images. Before compressing texture images, we
convert them into squared images to be used for texture
mapping. Finally, bit streams of 3-D natural videos are
transmitted to a receiver through a channel.
At a receiver side, transmitted bit streams will be decoded
so as to recover depth maps and squared texture images. After
generating a hierarchical structure with four layers of depth
maps, we synchronize them with received texture images. In
order to construct multi-layer representation for 3-D natural
videos, we regard NOL, grid and boundary layers as a base
layer, and feature point layers as enhancement layers.
According to consumers’ capabilities and target applications, a
layer selector determines the amount of required data to
represent 3-D natural videos. Finally, we can provide
consumers with 3-D surfaces constantly with multi-view
images or stereoscopic images [19].
Our proposed system is different from previous multi-layer
representation methods such as progressive meshes (PM) [20]
and layered depth images (LDI) [21]. First, although PM is
similar to the framework of multi-layer representation for
mesh-based video scenes, it does not use depth maps and
cannot decompose them into layered images structurally. Also,
our system is different from LDI, which generates multi-view
images using layered representation of multiple depth maps.
LDI uses NOL like our system. However, LDI is an imagebased rendering technique basically. On the other hand, the
proposed system is a mesh-based depth representation.
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III. LAYERED REPRESENTATION OF DEPTH MAPS
In order to represent 3-D natural videos, we express depth
maps with a layered representation, which includes grid,
boundary, NOL and feature point layers. With the layered
representation, we can offer the convenience to deal with the
data of mesh-based depth representation and simple structure
to generate 3-D consecutive natural scenes.
A. Grid Layer
:H GHILQH D ' LQLWLDO VXUIDFH ZLWK D GHSWK PDS IRU HDFK
IUDPHFDOOHGDVDJULGOD\HU*ULGOD\HUVFDQEHJHQHUDWHGE\
FDUU\LQJ RXW GRZQVDPSOLQJ ZLWK D GHSWK PDS DFFRUGLQJ WR
WKHVL]HRIJULGFHOOVZKLFKLVWKHXQLWRIDJULGOD\HU,QWKLV
SDSHU ZH GHILQH WKH VL]H RI JULG FHOO DV P î Q SL[HO
UHVROXWLRQV VXFK DV î î RU î VLQFH ZH QHHG WR
PLQLPL]HGLVWRUWLRQVLQWKHLQLWLDOVXUIDFHREWDLQHGIURPDJULG
OD\HUDQGPDLQWDLQWKHSURSHUW\RIUHJXODULWLHV
:LWK D JULG OD\HU ZH ILQG RXW ' JHRPHWU\ GDWD WR
FRQVWUXFWDQLQLWLDOVXUIDFHDQGWKHQPDNHPHVKVXUIDFHVXVLQJ
DPHVKWULDQJXODWLRQWHFKQLTXH,QRUGHUWRPDNHDJULGOD\HU
ZHGLYLGHDGHSWKPDSLQWREORFNVE\WKHVL]HRIDJULG FHOO
)LUVW ZH ILQG IRXU FRUQHU SL[HOV ZLWK FRXQWHUFORFNZLVH
GLUHFWLRQLQDJULGFHOO6LQFHZHFDQUHJDUGIRXUFRUQHUSL[HOV
DVIRXUYHUWLFHVZKLFKKDYH[\DQG]FRRUGLQDWHVLQWKH'
VSDFH ZH FDQ GHILQH WKHVH YHUWLFHV Y Y Y DQG Y E\
IROORZLQJGHILQLWLRQV
v1={x1, y1, z1}, v2={x2, y2, z2}, v3={x3, y3, z3},v4={x4, y4, z4}   
With four vertices, we construct two triangles. One is
composed of v1, v2, and v3. The other is composed of v1, v3,
and v4. Also, we can generate texture coordinates with four
vertices if we know the depth map resolution. When there is a
depth map with l × m image resolution, texture coordinates, t1,
t2, t3, and t4, will be fallowing Eq. 2.
t1={x1/l, y1/m}, t2={x2/l, y2/m}, t3={x3/l, y3/m}, t4={x4/l, y4/m} (2)
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in DIBR could not support such regularities so that it was
difficult to deal with their data. However, we extract
regularities easily with a depth map in this paper, since we
can divide it uniformly using its property like general 2-D
images. As shown in Fig. 3, we note that a grid layer
represents an initial surface of 3-D natural videos
successfully. However, it is not enough to provide consumers
with high-quality visual services. Therefore, we need to
enhance the initial surface with additional information.
B. Boundary Layer
In order to improve visual qualities of initial surfaces
generated by a grid layer, we insert a boundary layer. In
general, we need to deal with object boundaries carefully
since serious distortions are mainly occurred in their areas
[11]. There are mismatches between object boundaries and
texture segments. In other words, some parts in texture
segments can be the region of the object boundary and the
others can be the region of background.
In this paper, we employ a quad-tree structure and a full
modeling technique adaptively to maintain object boundaries.
In a quad-tree structure, we partition a grid cell consecutively
until the background regions are removed. First, we determine
whether a grid cell is included by the region of an object
boundary or not using an edge detection algorithm, such as
Sobel filtering. Then, we partition a grid cell into four subgrid cells. When partitioned sub-grid cells are still in the
region of an object boundary, we repartition them constantly.
Finally, we can represent initial surfaces of 3-D natural videos
more accurately and improve visual qualities.
According to the region of object boundaries, we also
employ a full modeling technique. When the region of object
boundary occupies more than a half of a grid cell, we use all
pixel information in the grid cell. As a result, there are five
types in a boundary layer as shown in Fig. 4.

If the size of a grid cell is p × q pixels, the total number of
grid cells will be like Eq. 3.
*&QXP OSPT  
$OVRWKHWRWDOQXPEHURIWULDQJOHVZLOOEHOLNH(T
7QXP î OSPT   


$VDUHVXOWZHREWDLQDGRZQVDPSOHGLPDJHZLWKOSPT
UHVROXWLRQDVDJULGOD\HU

(a) Original depth map
(b) Wire-frame of a grid (c) Depth map of a grid
Fig. 3. Initial surface generation with a grid layer

The main advantage that we employ a grid layer in layered
representation of depth maps is to support regularities like 2D videos. As a matter of fact, it has been hard to define what
the minimum data can represent initial surfaces of 3-D natural
videos, since we should find out regularities from input
sources. Previous mesh-based depth representation methods

(a) Type 1

(b) Type 2
(c) Type 3
(d) Type 4
Fig. 4. Types of a boundary layer

(e) Type 5

$TXDGWUHHVWUXFWXUHLVGHVFULEHGIURPW\SHWRW\SHIRU
DERXQGDU\OD\HU,QDTXDGWUHHVWUXFWXUHZH QHHG  GHSWK
SL[HOVWRGHVFULEHDJULGFHOO,QFDVHRIW\SHIRUDERXQGDU\
OD\HU LH D IXOO PRGHOLQJ WHFKQLTXH WKHUH ZLOO EH  GHSWK
SL[HOVLQDJULGFHOO7KHUHIRUHZKHQZHNQRZWKHW\SHDQGLWV
GHSWKLQIRUPDWLRQLQDGYDQFHZHFDQFRQVWUXFWWKHVKDSHRID
ERXQGDU\OD\HU
:LWK ILYH W\SHV DQG GHSWK LQIRUPDWLRQ D ERXQGDU\ OD\HU
FDQ EH FRQYHUWHG LQWR WZR LPDJHV RQH LV IRU LQGLFDWLQJ WKH
W\SH RI REMHFW ERXQGDU\ DQG WKH RWKHU LV IRU QRWLI\LQJ WKH
FRUUHVSRQGLQJGHSWKLQIRUPDWLRQ7KHVHWZRLPDJHVKDYHWKH
VDPH UHVROXWLRQ ZLWK D JULG OD\HU $V D PDWWHU RI IDFW WKH
IRUPHULPDJHFDQEHDSDUWRI12/ZKLFKZLOOEHLQWURGXFHG
LQWKHIROORZLQJVHFWLRQ7KHUHIRUH ZH UHFRQVWUXFW PLQLPXP
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UHTXLUHG VXUIDFHV IRU ' QDWXUDO YLGHRV ZLWK WKUHH LPDJHV
JULGDQGERXQGDU\OD\HUV
)LJXUH  VKRZV WKH UHVXOW RI WKH VXUIDFHV ZLWK JULG DQG
REMHFW ERXQGDU\ OD\HUV $OWKRXJK VRPH GLVWRUWLRQV DUH
RFFXUUHGLQWKHREMHFWERXQGDU\UHJLRQVZHFDQQRWLFHWKDWD
GHSWK PDS JHQHUDWHG E\ LQLWLDO VXUIDFHV LV VLPLODU ZLWK WKH
RULJLQDO GHSWK PDS $V D UHVXOW ZH FDQ UHFRQVWUXFW '
FRQVHFXWLYHLQLWLDOVFHQHVVXFFHVVIXOO\

Choose Parent Pixel Set {P} in a Grid Cell

Calculation of Depth Variation K with {P}

No

K < Threshold T ?

Update {P} with pnew

Yes
Computation of Distance between
All Depth Pixels in the Grid and {P}

Select pnew as a Feature Point

(a) Initial surface

(b) Result of texture mapping

End of Feature Point Extraction

Fig. 7. Feature point extraction

In order to calculate the distance between all depth pixels
in a grid cell and parent pixel {P}, we use Eq. 5,
(c) Original depth map
(d) Depth map of initial surfaces
Fig. 5. Enhanced initial surfaces with boundary layers

C. Feature Point Layer
$IWHU JHQHUDWLQJ PLQLPXP UHTXLUHG VXUIDFHV IRU ' QDWXUDO
YLGHRZLWKJLUGDQGERXQGDU\OD\HUVZHQHHGWRHQKDQFH'
VXUIDFHVZLWKDGGLWLRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQVLQFHLWLVQRWHQRXJKWR
SURYLGHFRQVXPHUVZLWKPRUHKLJKTXDOLW\YLVXDOVHUYLFHV,Q
JHQHUDO WKH UHJLRQ JHQHUDWHG E\ D JULG OD\HU KDV ORZ YLVXDO
TXDOLW\$VDUHVXOWZHQHHGWRLQVHUWPRUHLQIRUPDWLRQLQWKH
VXUIDFHJHQHUDWHGE\DJULGOD\HU
,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH HPSOR\ IHDWXUH SRLQW OD\HUV WR LPSURYH
YLVXDO TXDOLWLHV )HDWXUH SRLQWV PHDQ GHSWK SL[HOV LQ D JULG
FHOO DIIHFWLQJ WKH VKDSH RI VXUIDFHV 7KHUHIRUH ZH ILUVW QHHG
WR VHOHFW RQH ZKLFK KDV D JUHDW LQIOXHQFH RQ WKH VKDSH RI
VXUIDFHV7KHQZHVHOHFWWKHQH[WRQHDFFRUGLQJWKHLQIOXHQFH
RQ WKH VKDSH RI VXUIDFHV ,Q SULQFLSDO ZH FDQ VHOHFW IHDWXUH
SRLQWVDVWKHVDPHDVWKHWRWDOQXPEHURISL[HOVLQDJULGFHOO
H[FHSW JULG OD\HUV +RZHYHU WZR RU WKUHH IHDWXUH SRLQWV
XVXDOO\ H[LVW LQ D JULG FHOO VLQFH UHJLRQV LQ D JULG OD\HU DUH
FRQWLQXRXV JHRPHWULFDOO\ )LJXUH  VKRZV IHDWXUH SRLQWV LQ
JULGFHOOV

P1

P4

P1

P4

Pnew
P2

P3

(a) Grid layer



P3
P2

(b) Feature point
(c) Reconstruction
Fig. 6. Feature point layers

$IWHUUHFHLYLQJIHDWXUHSRLQWVLQD JULG FHOO ZH UHJHQHUDWH
PRUHFRPSOH[VXUIDFHVZLWK'HODXQD\WULDQJXODWLRQ>@DWD
UHFHLYHUVLGHWhen we extract the feature points at a sender,
we exploit a modified maximum distance algorithm so as to
keep the optimal manner. Figure 7 shows the algorithm to
extract feature points.

Di =

1 n{P}
( xi − p j ) 2 , (0 ≤ i < N )
∑
n{P} j = 0

(5)

where, xi and pj mean the current depth pixel and the parent
pixel, respectively. n{P} is the total number of parent pixels.
When the number of feature points is k, feature point layers
can be converted into k+1 images with corresponding depth
information. These images have the same resolution of one
for a grid layer. One is for indicating the number of feature
points and the others are for notifying the corresponding
depth information. As a matter of fact, the former image can
be a part of NOL, which will be introduced in the next
section. Therefore, we reconstruct enhanced surfaces for 3-D
natural videos with feature point images. Figure 8 shows the
reconstruct result of 3-D videos with feature point layers. We
notice that a depth map generated by 3-D surfaces with
feature point layers is almost the same as the original depth
map.

(a) Wire-frame
(b) Texture mapping
(c) Depth map
Fig. 8. Reconstruction of 3-D natural videos with feature point layers

D. Number of Layer
In this paper, we employ NOL layers to construct the 3-D
video structure with grid, boundary, and feature point layers.
NOL is important data in the proposed system, since we
recognize the number of feature points, the type of a boundary
layer, and the position of a grid layer with NOL. Naturally,
there will be a NOL for each frame. Figure 9 explains well
what NOL layers play a role in. The left side picture indicates
a NOL layer and the right side picture shows the structure of a
3-D scene with the NOL layer.
When the maximum number of feature points is n, the type
of boundary layer will be from n+1 to n+5. A quad-tree
structure of a boundary layer will be matched with one of
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from n+1 to n+4. Also, The NOL of a full modeling in a
boundary layer will be n+5. As a result, when the NOL in a
grid cell is n, there will be a grid layer and n feature point
layers. On the other hand, when the NOL is n+5, there will be
a grid layer and a boundary layer with a full modeling option.
Naturally, when NOL in a grid cell is zero, there will be only
a grid layer.

4 2
0 0
3 0
0
0 0
3
0 0
0 0
0
0
1
0 0
0
0
3
0 0
0 0
0
0 0
3
0 4
0 0
2 0
5
0 0
1

Fig. 10. Multi-layer representation

In our system, we can render 3-D dynamic scenes
progressively in consideration with transmitted environments.
In addition, the proposed structure provides us with systemic
convenience for some 3-D processing techniques, such as
level-of-detail (LOD), compression, and visual scalability.

Fig. 9. Representation of a layered structure with NOL layer

The maximum number of feature points in the example is
three. Therefore, the NOL of a boundary layer can be one of
from four to nine and the maximum number of NOL is nine.
IV. MULTI-LAYER REPRESENTATION
A. Structure of a 3-D Natural Frame
Our proposed system is a kind of multi-layer structure, which
has a base layer and several enhancement layers for each
frame. In this paper, we regard a base layer as the
combination of NOL, grid, and boundary layers. Also, we
regard enhancement layers as feature point layers. Such a
multi-layer representation enables consumers to render 3-D
natural videos adaptively according to users’ capabilities or
multimedia platforms.
With a base layer, we can support minimum data to render
3-D natural videos. When we want to display 3-D natural
videos within a small multimedia platform, such as a cellular
phone or a PDA, we need not to use whole structure of our
proposed system. On the other hand, when we want to show
3-D natural videos within a personal computer or a television
system, we have to employ enhancement layers to support
high-quality visual services. In order to use grid and boundary
layers in a base layer, we just ignore the NOL number for
feature point layers. Otherwise, we activate all NOL numbers
and exploit feature point layers.
When a depth map has l×m resolution and the size of grid
cells is p×p pixels, we decompose it into four layer images
that have (l/p+1)×(m/p+1) resolutions as mentioned in
Section III. In addition, we covert texture image sequences
into square ones having 2n×2n resolutions to carry out texture
mapping. As a result, we render 3-D natural videos with four
layer streams and square texture image sequences.
In this point, we should note that our proposed system
provides regularities like 2-D images in sprit of mesh-based
depth representation. That is, we do not send 3-D data itself
of mesh-based depth representation to a receiver but send four
layer images and texture sequences. Figure 10 shows the
concept of multi-layer representation of our system.

B. Compression of Depth Maps
In order to code depth maps and texture images, we employ a
H.264/AVC coder. First, NOL sequences are coded within the
lossless manner since they are the most important data in our
structure to represent 3-D natural videos. When we compress
NOL sequences, we multiply an integer k to each NOL before
converting them into a YUV stream. The multiplier k will be
determined by the quantization step size in a H.264/AVC
coder. In order to code grid, object boundary, and feature
point image sequences, we also use a H.264/AVC coder.
There are no holes in a grid image. However, there are lots of
holes in the object boundary and feature point images so that
we need to fill out them toward increasing compression ratio.
We can use average values for filling holes.
C. Measurement
In order to evaluate the visual quality of our system, we use a
modified Hausdroff distance. Basically, Hausdroff distance
[22] is widely used to measure the distortion among 3-D mesh
models. The modified Hausdroff distance evaluates the
distortions between a reconstructed 3-D scene and a surface
including all depth pixels in the corresponding depth map.
Especially, we only need to consider the depth differences
between them. The closest depth pixel in a reconstructed 3-D
scene with a depth pixel in a depth map can be selected with
the definition of distance by Eq. 6,

d ( p, S ' ) = min || p − p' ||
p '∈S '

(6)

where d(p,S’) denotes a distance between the reconstructed
surface S’ and depth pixel p in the depth image. The term of
P’ indicates the depth pixel in S’. As a result, the modified
Hausdroff distance can be defined by Eq. 7.

d (S , S ' ) = max d z ( p, S ' )
p∈S

(7)

Here, S denotes the surface including all depth pixels in a
depth image and dz(p,S’) indicates the z coordinate distance
between the selected depth pixel and the depth pixel p’ in S’.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
We tested the performance of our system with several depth
maps and texture image sequences. Tested sequences were
Home-shopping, Break-dance and Ballet. Home-shopping
sequences have 100 frames with 720×486 resolutions, while
Break-dance and Ballet sequences have 100 frames with
1024×768 resolutions. Depth maps for Home-shopping are
captured by a depth camera, ZCamTM [23]. Other depth maps
are obtained by a stereo matching algorithm.
Home-shopping was made so as to use as broadcasting
contents for 3-D TV at Realistic Broadcasting Research
Center (RBRC) in Korea [24]. Break-dance and Ballet
sequences were provided by Microsoft as test sequences for
multi-view video coding (MVC) in MPEG standard [11].
Figure 11 shows tested sequences.

Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the result of enhancement
layers for 60th, 70th and 61st frames of test sequences. We
added enhancement layers to improve visual qualities from a
base layer. In Fig. 13, we inserted one enhancement layer, i.e.
a feature point per a grid cell. We could notice that the visual
qualities of 3-D natural videos improved better than ones with
a base layer in Fig. 12. Furthermore, we could notice that the
surfaces reconstruct by a base layer and two enhancement
layers in Fig. 14 were more complex and better visual quality
than ones reconstructed by a base layer and an enhancement
layer in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Results of base and one enhancement layers

(a) Home-shopping
(b) Break-dance
Fig. 11. Test sequences

(c) Ballet

A. Generation of Multi-layer Representation
In order to generate grid layers, we used 16×16 pixels as the
size of grid cell. For all test sequences, we generated a base
layer and two enhancement layers. Figure 12 shows the result
of base layers of 60th, 70th, and 61st frame of test sequences in
an order, respectively. As we mentioned in Section IV, we
constructed minimum required surfaces of 3-D natural videos
with NOL, grid, and boundary layers. As shown in Fig. 12,
we could maintain the reliable visual qualities with a base
layer when we compared with a full modeling using all depth
data in a depth map. The main reason that we could maintain
visual qualities was that we processed the region of
boundaries carefully using a quad-tree structure and a full
modeling technique adaptively.

Fig. 14. Results of base and two enhancement layers

As a result, we could render 3-D natural videos
progressively with reliable visual qualities with such a multilayer representation of depth maps. In order to support the
content using 3-D natural videos to consumers within the
limited channel capacities, we could control the number of
enhancement layers in proportion to required visual qualities
related to target multimedia platforms. Figure 15 shows the
result of reconstructed surfaces with a base layer and two
enhancement layers.

(a) 60th frame of Home-Shopping
(a) 60 th frame of Home-Shopping

(b) 70 th frame of Break-dance

(b) 70th frame of Break-dance

(c) 61st frame of Ballet
(c) 61 st frame of Ballet

Fig. 12. Results of base layers

Fig. 15. Results of reconstructed surfaces
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We also compared the visual quality of reconstructed
scenes with full modeling and our system. As shown in Fig.
16, we used modified Hausdroff distance to measure the
distortion. We could notice that the more enhancement layers
we transmitted, the higher visual quality we could support.
VisualQ uality Evaluation
60

M odified Hausdroff Distance
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40
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EL2

30
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C. Multi-view Image Generation
In order to generate multi-view images, we rotated a virtual
camera around reconstructed 3-D surfaces from -15 to +15
degrees from the center viewpoint. Figure 17 shows results of
multi-view image generation with a virtual camera rotated -15,
-10, and -5 degree without preprocessing of depth maps. As
shown in Fig. 16, when we generate multi-view images
without preprocessing of depth maps, we met geometric
distortions, called as rubber-sheet artifacts due to
disocclusion areas appearing at virtual viewpoints [25].
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Fig. 16. Evaluation of visual qualities

In addition, we could render 3-D consecutive surfaces in
real time with mesh-based reconstruction. Table 1 shows the
comparison result of rendering time with a full modeling
using all depth data and our scheme for Home-shopping. With
our system, we could render 3-D natural video in real time.
TABLE 1
RENDERING TIME ANALYSIS
Test Sequence
Full modeling
Homeshopping

Fig. 17. Multi-view generation without preprocessing of depth maps

Num. of
Tri.

Render
time (sec.)

Frame rates
(f./sec.)

344,922

1.532

0.65

Only Base

3202

0.027.

37.04

Base + EL 1

13802

0.065

18.18

Base + EL 2

14204

0.068

12.82.

B. Compression of Depth Maps
We compressed depth maps for Home-shopping and Breakdance sequences using H.264/AVC video coder unlike
previous mesh-based depth representation as we mentioned in
Section IV. Home-shopping was composed of depth maps
with small depth variation. On the other hand, Break-dance
consisted of depth maps with larger depth variation than
Home-shopping. Previous works usually used a 3-D mesh
coder to compress the data of 3-D scenes. Consequently, they
suffered from irregularities of 3-D data. However, we could
exploit a video codec directly since our scheme supported
regularities structurally. Table 2 shows the compression
results of our scheme and original depth maps.
TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF COMPRESSION RESULT FOR DEPTH MAPS
Test Seq.

Q
P

Original Maps

(a) Result of multi-view generation (b) Rubber-sheet artifacts

In order to prevent rubber-sheet artifacts, we employed an
adaptive Gaussian smoothing filter. After extracting object
boundaries from the depth map using a Sobel filter, we
applied smoothing filters with various window sizes
according to the amount of depth variations. As a result, we
removed the geometric distortions efficiently when we made
multi-view images with depth maps and texture images.
Figure 18 shows results of multi-view image generation with a
virtual camera rotated -15, -10, -5, 0, +5, +10, and +15 degree
with preprocessing of depth maps.

(a) Multi-view images of Break-dance

(b) Multi-view images of Home-Shopping
Fig. 18. Multi-view generation with preprocessing of depth maps

Proposed Scheme

Bits

PSNR

Bits

PSNR

Home-Shopping

30

726,104

45.02

287,168

44.07

Break-Dance

30

3,764,616

42.47

1,617,152

42.22

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new 3-D natural video system
using a layered representation of depth maps. After
decomposing depth maps hierarchically, we reconstructed
natural 3-D dynamic scenes based on grid, boundary, number
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of layer (NOL), and feature point layers. Then, we rendered
3-D natural videos progressively according to consumers’
capabilities. With the proposed system, we could render 3-D
natural videos with reliable visual qualities in real time, but
also compressed depth maps efficiently. We increased
rendering speed for 3-D natural videos more than 30 times in
comparison with a 3-D full modeling technique. Moreover,
we reduced the amount of bits needed to code depth maps
about 50 %, since we coded four layer images instead of
original depth images. Finally, we could control visual
qualities of 3-D natural videos adaptively according to
multimedia platforms. In addition, we could generate multiview images using an adaptive smoothing filter. We expect
the proposed 3-D natural video system to be used for nextgeneration broadcasting or various 3-D applications.
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